
Dear IFFR members and friends 
 
This letter contains practical information for the pilots participating IFFR Scandinavia section Fly-in 
2017, Turku, Finland 
 
General 
Turku airport, EFTU, is an 24/7 full IFR airfield. You can find all the necessary information for flight 
planning about the airfield in AIP Finland which can be found online at the address: 
https://www.ais.fi/ais/aip/en/index.htm. https://www.ais.fi also contains other useful information for 
flying in Finland. 
 
Refuel & Parking 
The tower at EFTU has been informed about your arrival and they will guide you to refuel and parking. 
There is an self-service 100LL fuel station that works with common credit cards, check details in AIP. 
Our suggestion is that you refuel on arrival.  
The Fly-In airplanes will be parked at the Cargo apron, on the East edge of the apron, check attached 
maps for details. 
There is an café/restaurant in the main Terminal if you want to eat/have coffee before leaving to town.  
 
Getting to center of Turku and hotel Julia 
On workdays Bus line 1 starts every 15 minutes in front of the main Terminal and goes to the Market 
Square. From there it is 2 blocks (3 minutes walk) to hotel Julia, check attached map for details.  
 
Getting to airplanes when leaving on Sunday 
Take bus line 1 from Market Square to the airport. On Sundays they leave every 30 minutes. 
We have been informed that we should use fence Gate 143 when going to airplanes. It is an service 
gate and service personnel is available to open the gate, check attached map for details. Address to 
the Gate is Lentorahdintie 143 and phone to service personnel is +358 2070 84701. 
 
We are not allowed inside the airfield area because of safety but as soon you get outside we will meet 
you and help you get to the bus. Once you know your ETA please send it to Erik on SMS +358 40 525 
6030 or email erik.rosenlew@gmail.com. Don’t hesitate to ask if you have any questions. 
 
See you in Turku! 
Rolf, Bo and Erik 
 
Attachments:  

● Map EFTU airfield with Gate 143, airplane parking area and Main Terminal marked 
● Map airplane parking area detail 
● Map route from Market Square to hotel Julia  

 
Phones: Rolf Mikkelsen +47 90116 049, Bo Johnsson +46 70 533 08 00, Erik Rosenlew +358 40 525 
6030 
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